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1 Introduction 
 
The students in the first semester of computer science learn programming on the basis of a 
book called Touch of Class written by Bertrand Meyer [1]. The concepts of the book are 
introduced with the help of lots of coding examples. The idea behind this method is to let the 
students try to implement these examples and due to this practical work they will be more 
fascinated and motivated to learn programming well. In order to achieve an impressive result 
by only writing a few lines of code, the Chair of Software Engineering at the ETH Zurich has 
developed an Eiffel-framework called Traffic [2], which supports multimedia and graphics 
applications. 
 
1.1 Scope  of  this  work 
 
The book Touch of Class was written before the Traffic-framework existed. Because of this, 
the examples in the book differ from the possibilities given by the Traffic-framework. 
The scope of this semester thesis is to extend the Traffic-framework in a way that the 
examples in the book match the Traffic-framework. This is to be achieved by using the existing 
code or, if necessary, by writing new one. My task was to revise chapter six of the book, called 
Creating objects and executing systems. In this chapter the concept of creating new objects is 
explained on the basis of a core example for which I have implemented an appropriate 
example based on the Traffic-framework, which will be presented later.   
 
1.2 Motivation 
 
I have been motivated by different factors to choose this semester thesis: On the one hand 
before this thesis I had not worked a lot with object oriented programming languages and if so, 
then only with simple applications of a few lines of code. I was curious to find out if I would find 
my way into this enormous framework and if I would achieve to continue implementing on the 
basis of code written by lots of different people. On the other hand, I remember how I had 
been introduced to programming. I think there can be better methods and I am interested in 
helping new students to learn programming in another more motivating concept as the one I 
had been introduced.  
Another reason for me was the fact that during the period of my semester thesis other people 
had also been working on Traffic. In order to allow working in parallel we have cooperated 
through SVN. This is also a new style of developing code for me, which I have been interested 
in and I have wanted to know. 
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2 Traffic 
 
2.1 Overview 
 
The Traffic-framework models the transportation system in a city. There are, amongst others, 
places, tram-, bus-, rail-lines and buildings that can be graphically displayed with diverse 
interactions. Interaction examples are: constructing buildings along the traffic-lines, 
highlighting a special line, calculating the shortest path between two places or moving a 
passenger along a line.  
 
 
2.2 Architecture 
 
The Traffic-framework consists of a library - theTraffic-library [2] - , some example applications 
that use the Traffic-library and the Touch applications that support the examples in the book 
[1].    
 
The Traffic application is based on the model-view controller paradigm. The model contains all 
the classes to model the means of transportation, the buildings and the traffic-lines. The view 
contains all the “container-“classes for putting the model-objects into and displaying them 
graphically.  
There are two different views, the two-dimensional-view and the three-dimensional-view. 
Thanks to the model-view controller paradigm, the same model-classes can be used to be 
displayed in a two- or three-dimensional way. This can be achieved by putting them in the 
suitable view-container.  The example on object creation 
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3  The example on object creation 
 
3.1  Introduction to the example 
 
The example in the book that illustrates object creation generates a new imaginary metro line 
in Paris. This metro line contains different stops (where the metro stops) and each stop has a 
reference to the next stop.  
 
Together with my supervisor we have finally chosen the concept of paths to realize the 
example of the book. The reasons for this selection are twofold: On the one hand the path-
classes in the Traffic-framework exist; on the other hand creating a new path in a city seems 
to be a more common task than to create a new imaginary metro line. (Every tourist “creates” 
a path for visiting a city, whereas the city government rarely decides to build a new metro line.)      
 
As result I propose a path-creating example, showing the means of creating an object. This 
example explains also the diverse states of object-reference and the concepts of different 
creation procedures, which are a core-concept of chapter six [1]. 
 
The idea is to create a path in a city, which originates in a certain place, passes some other 
places and arrives at a destination. To arrive from one place to another an (imaginary) tourist 
uses a means of transport (e.g. a vehicle of a certain metro line). Sometimes the tourist is 
forced to change the mean of transport (e.g. to another metro line) or to walk (because there 
is no mean of transport). So the path can be divided in sections: A path-section starts with the 
boarding in a means of transportation and ends with the deboarding of the same means of 
transportation. If there is no means of transport, the section is the walking distance.     
To summarise: A path consists of path-sections, each path-section uses a single means of 
transport (or plain walking).  
 
After going through the path-concept with a fine-tooth comb, obviously it corresponds to the 
core-idea of the example in the book: The path is the equivalent to the imaginary metro line 
and the path-sections are the equivalents to the stops.      
 
 
Place Nation Place 
Republique
Place Hotel 
de Ville
Place 
Chatelet Walking Tram 9 Tram 11 Tram 11 RER A
origin destination
Path Section 1 Path Section 2 Path Section 3 Path Section 4
Place Opera Place de la 
Nation
 
 
Figure 1: Path-example consisting of four path-sectionsThe example on object creation 
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3.2 Implementations 
 
The following two subchapters describe the two classes TRAFFIC_PATH and 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION. These two classes are the core classes used in the proposed 
example, which represents the ideas in the book but is implemented in Traffic. Both classes 
already existed before the beginning of my semester thesis. I have inherited the idea and 
basic structure of the two classes and adapted (or extended) them to my requirements. 
 
The third subchapter shows how I have implemented the different creation procedures. As in 
the book it starts with the simplest one - the default create - going on to the more specific 
ones.  
 
The fourth subchapter presents the implemented example, where all of the previously 
introduced classes and concepts are used. 
 
Finally, in the last subchapter, there are some more implementations. These implementations 
do not deal directly with the implemented example but are a side-effect of the initial phase of 
this thesis.         The example on object creation 
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3.2.1 Class TRAFFIC_PATH 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Class overview 
 
 
The attribute first of TRAFFIC_PATH points to the first TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION of the path 
(cf. Figure 3). This reference can be set with the feature set_first, which takes a 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION as an argument. The last TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION is reached 
through the feature last, which will be set by set_last. With the feature append_a_path another 
TRAFFIC_PATH can be attached to the current TRAFFIC_PATH. To check if it is legal to 
append the new TRAFFIC_PATH to the end of the old one, there is the validation feature 
is_valid_for_insertion.  The access features origin, destination and connections return a 
TRAFFIC_PLACE, or in the case of connections, an arrayed list of TRAFFIC_CONNECTIONs 
sorted according to the TRAFFIC_PATH from the origin to the destination. For printing a 
textual description of the TRAFFIC_PATH on the GUI, there is the feature textual_description.  
 
 
 
 
     Figure 3: Class dependencies 
 
 
 
 The example on object creation 
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3.2.2 Class TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Class overview 
 
 
A TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION has an origin and a destination, both of type TRAFFIC_PLACE. 
The array connections contains all TRAFFIC_CONNECTIONs in this 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION. The feature line denotes the means of transport that is used to 
pass this TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION. If line is void, the TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION is a 
walking one. Through the length-feature the length of the TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION is 
returned.  
With the attribute next the next TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION can be reached (cf. Figure 5). 
This next TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION has a different line (value) than the current one and is 
set by using the feature set_next. If the reference of next is void, the current 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION is the last one of the TRAFFIC_PATH and the destination of this 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION is the destination of the whole TRAFFIC_PATH.   
A TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION can be extended at the end with a TRAFFIC_CONNECTION by 
the feature extend. The precondition to allow an extension is checked by the status report 
is_insertable, which checks if the lines are the same and if the destination of the current 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION and the origin of the new TRAFFIC_CONNECTION match.  
 The example on object creation 
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Figure 5: Object example 
 The example on object creation 
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3.2.3 Creation procedures of TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION 
 
There are different possibilities to create a TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION. The simplest one 
uses the feature default_create: 
 
default_create is 
  --  Initialize  `Current'. 
do 
  create  connections_impl.make  (10) 
  end 
 
The TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION object created by this feature has a void reference, meaning 
that it is not attached to any TRAFFIC_CONNECTION (so this object has only void attributes: 
no origin, no destination, no line).  
After calling this feature the user is forced to assign a TRAFFIC_CONNECTION to this 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION. By doing so, he allocates to this TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION an 
origin, a destination and a line (or void, if plain walking). 
Allocation (and creation) features exist for each type of transportation (tram, bus, rail, walking). 
 
Given a TRAFFIC_LINE_SECTION of type tram, the creation feature is: 
 
make_tram (a_line_section: TRAFFIC_LINE_SECTION) is 
  --  Initialize  'Current' 
  require 
    line_section_exists: a_line_section /= Void 
  line_section_is_tram:  is_tram  (a_line_section) 
  do 
  line  :=  a_line_section.line 
  length  :=  a_line_section.length 
  if connections_impl = Void then 
   default_create 
  end 
  connections_impl.extend  (a_line_section) 
  end   
 
 
Given the type of the TRAFFIC_CONNECTION is unknown: 
 
make (a_connection: TRAFFIC_CONNECTION) is 
  --  Initialize  'current' 
  require 
  connections_exists:  a_connection  /=  Void 
  local 
  ls:  TRAFFIC_LINE_SECTION 
  do 
  ls  ?=  a_connection 
  if ls /= Void then 
   line  :=  ls.line 
  end The example on object creation 
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  length  :=  a_connection.length 
  if connections_impl = Void then 
   default_create 
  end 
  connections_impl.extend  (a_connection) 
  end  
 
 
The feature default_create is called in these creation procedures only if it has not been 
invoked before.  
 
This allows the programmer to create a new object in two different ways: 
 
Default creation of the object TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION and in addition an immediately 
required feature call to associate the new object to a TRAFFIC_LINE_SECTION: 
 
create path_section  --equivalent to path_section.default_create 
path_section.make_a_tram (a_line_section) 
 
Or: creation of the object TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION and attaching to a certain object in one 
step: 
 
create path_section.make_a_tram (a_line_section) 
 The example on object creation 
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3.2.4 The implemented example: creating a path 
 
I propose to use the following example as an auxiliary means to explain the concept of 
creating an object to students: 
 
First the TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTIONs have to be created and associated with a 
TRAFFIC_CONNECTION (cf. Figure 6, (1)). Afterwards, firstly, the TRAFFIC_PATH is 
generated with create (2a) and is set to the first TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION by the feature 
set_first (2b). Secondly, one TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION is linked to the next one (3):  
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Creating a path 
 
 
explore_on_click is    --builds a path 
local 
walk, tram_1, tram_2: TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION 
do 
  Paris.display  
 
    --create the path-sections 
  create walk     --1 
  walk.make_walk  (Road_Place_de_la_Nation) 
  create tram_1     --1 
  tram_1.make_tram  (Place_Nation_Place_Republique) 
  create tram_2     --1 
  tram_2.make_tram  (Place_Republique_Place_Hotel_de_Ville) 
  
--build the path 
  create a_path.make     --2a 
  a_path.set_first(walk)    --2b 
  walk.set_next  (tram_1)    --3 
  tram_1.set_next  (tram_2)    --3 
 
  Paris.add_path  (a_path) 
end  
 
a_path: TRAFFIC_PATH 
 --path  to  be  build 
 The example on object creation 
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Figure 7: Sequence diagram of creating a path (simplified)  
 
 The example on object creation 
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3.2.5 Additional implementations 
 
At the initial phase of this thesis I have, besides the classes TRAFFIC_PATH and 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION, intensively studied the class TRAFFIC_ROUTE. This class 
describes a route on a map visiting different places of interest.  
My task was to find (if any) the differences between TRAFFIC_PATH and TRAFFIC_ROUTE 
and to find out which of those two classes is more adapted to extend in order to achieve the 
wished final example.   
 
My findings yielded that both classes are very similar. In fact, TRAFFIC_ROUTE is a class that 
invokes the feature find_shortest_path of the core class TRAFFIC_MAP several times. 
find_shortest_path itself returns a TRAFFIC_PATH. Simply said: TRAFFIC_ROUTE 
represents the final route consisting of TRAFFIC_PATHs.    
 
Due to these facts I decided to use the class TRAFFIC_PATH for the final example and to 
eliminate the class TRAFFIC_ROUTE. In order not to loose functionalities only found in the 
class TRAFFIC_ROUTE, I have extended some other classes: 
 
•  TRAFFIC_PATH has a new feature append_a_path, which appends another 
TRAFFIC_PATH at the end of the current TRAFFIC_PATH. In order to check the 
validity of this operation I added the new feature is_valid_for_insertion that controls if 
the destination of the current TRAFFIC_PATH and the origin of the TRAFFIC_PATH 
that is to be appended are equivalent.  
  
•  TRAFFIC_MAP has a new feature find_shortest_path_of_a_list_of_places. This 
feature loops through the list of places and calls on every pair of neighboured 
TRAFFIC_PLACEs the feature find_shortest_path and puts them together to one final 
TRAFFIC_PATH.  
 
Finally I have adapted the client-classes of class TRAFFIC_ROUTE by substituting the class 
TRAFFIC_ROUTE with the class TRAFFIC_PATH and by some other small modifications. 
   Future work 
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4 Future  work 
 
4.1  Future work for having more effects 
 
From my own experiences, I know that more graphical effects are more motivating to continue 
learning programming. So I follow the philosophy of the book [1] and propose some future 
work to achieve more graphical effects:  
•  Let a passenger move along the TRAFFIC_PATH, displaying the appropriate object. 
Depending of the TRAFFIC_LINE_TYPE of the current TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION 
the passenger is walking or a tram/bus/train is driving.    
•  Until now it is possible to calculate the shortest path from an origin to a destination, if 
desired, with the minimum switches. A next step is to combine this shortest path with 
the timetable of the means of transport. So that it will be possible to say: “I will start at 
3 p.m. at place Opera, tell me the way to be as soon as possible at place Hotel de Ville 
and when will I arrive there?”. Or “I will arrive at 10 a.m. at place Chatelet, starting at 
the Louvre, when do I have to take which mean of transport?” It is like the SBB-
Fahrplan. And for having more detailed information about a TRAFFIC_PATH, the 
prices of each connection could be calculated and the user can search for the 
cheapest way from the origin to the destination.  
 
4.2  Enhancing the existing documentation 
 
The existing documentation is good for achieving a good class overview. In order to have 
additional documentations about the workflow of the examples, additional sequence diagrams 
will be helpful. So another future work could be:    
•  Drawing sequence diagrams for the examples for better understanding.  
 
4.3  Future work for other pedagogical aspects 
 
To take advantage of the extension of the Traffic-framework, my extensions can be used for 
other examples: 
•  In the first place, my extensions have been thought as an example for chapter seven 
called Control structures. In this chapter, the first example explains how a problem can 
be resolved by reaching interim solutions.  By extending the class TRAFFIC_PATH by 
a feature append, which appends the TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION passed as argument 
at the end of the current TRAFFIC_PATH, the example in the book could be easily 
implemented.  
•  Another useful example is the iteration through lists. This is a common construct in the 
world of programming. It will be an advanced example because there will be nested 
lists: TRAFFIC_PATH is a list of TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTIONs and a 
TRAFFIC_PATH_SECTION contains a list (or array) of TRAFFIC_CONNECTIONs. So 
it will be possible to explain the concept of traversing a list made of other lists by using 
nested loops.  
 Conclusion 
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5 Conclusion 
 
In the beginning of this semester thesis I have sometimes lost myself in the huge library of 
Traffic. It took me some time until I had an overview about the framework and about Eiffel in 
general. I have learned a lot about object oriented programming and about how to use pre- 
and post-conditions. The fact that I have had to read a lot of code written by other people 
enriched my coding skills. 
To write an example for programming beginners has shown not to be so easy. It is difficult to 
empathise in a student that has little knowledge in programming. For me, a lot of constructs 
are self-evident, but during this thesis I have had to remember how hard it is at the beginning 
and I have realized how difficult it is to teach programming well in a simple way. 
But I can finally say, I am content with the result and I think that the implemented example will 
be useful for the book.  
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